
CONTRIBUTOR DONOR PARTNER INSIDER ADVOCATE LEADERSHIP 
CIRCLE

DIRECTOR 
CIRCLE

Monthly $3 - $7 $8-$19 $20-$49 $50 - $99 $100 - $416 $417 - $833 $834+

One-Time $36 - $84 $85-$239 $240 - $599 $600 - $1,199 $1,200 - $4,999 $5,000-$9,999 $10,000+

BENEFITS
DIRECTOR’S CIRCLE EVENT: Annual intimate event for our Director 
Circle members.

SON EXPERIENCE: Sit-in on a taping of an ‘State of Nevada’ episode 
and see how the everything works, plus meet the team at Nevada 
Public Radio.*

STATION TOURS: Get a closer look at what happens behind the 
scenes, with a little history and fun facts aded in, at the Nevada 
Public Radio studios.*

BUSINESS SPONSOR MESSAGE: Highlight your business with 
a message read on-air. (Every $300 donated includes 1 day of 
messages: 4 spots on KNPR and 4 on KCNV)**

THANK YOU GIFTS: Choose between a KNPR branded mug, t-shirt, 
hat, or hoodie. (Based on Giving Level.)

Choose ONE:          
Mug, Hat, or 

T-Shirt

Choose TWO: 
Mug, Hat, T-Shirt 

or Hoodie

Choose TWO:  
Mug, Hat, T-Shirt 

or Hoodie

Custom  
Selection

Custom  
Selection

DAY SPONSOR MESSAGE: Personal messages read on-air can be 
used to recognize a non-profit of your choice. (Every $200 donated 
includes 1 day of messages: 4 spots on KNPR and 4 on KCNV)**

    

MEMBER REWARD CERTIFICATE: Choose a $25 member reward 
certificate from various partners according to donation level.

NEVADA PUBLIC RADIO EVENTS: Receive exclusive invites for 
donor events throughout the year.

DESERT COMPANION: Home-delivery of Nevada Public Radio’s 
award winning city-regional magazine.

ONLINE BOX OFFICE: Year-round acces to our online box office with 
special donor priced tickets to various shows/events.

Benefits are based on a 12-month time period. You must be active to receive the above benefits.                                                      
NOTE: *Nevada Public Radio and donor must agree on date.      ** Must adhere to FCC guidelines for messaging.    

Benefits of 
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Donate Online Today!
at knpr.org or scan here


